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CHS Healthcare 1
Leading manufacturer and supplier of 
patient lifting and handling solutions.

CHS Healthcare is a leading provider of quality and innovative patient transfer 
solutions and hygiene systems to the healthcare industry in Australia.

Australian Owned & Operated
An Australian family 
owned and operated 
company providing 
patient lifting and 
handling solutions 
since 1997.

“At CHS Healthcare we understand 
how it feels to be lifted in a sling, or 
to be concerned about the safety of 

your staff and patients. We are 
specialists in patient handling so no 
matter what the challenge we will 
strive to find the right solution for 

carers and our users”.

Brett Lindqvist, Managing Director

DESIGN

CHS is experienced in the complex 
process of designing a ceiling hoist 

system that will be beneficial for both 
the disabled and their carers.

01 SUPPLY

CHS specializes in the supply of patient 
lifting rail systems, portable & fixed 
hoists, floor lifters, change tables, 
therapy baths, privacy screens and 

bariatric solutions.
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INSTALLATION

MAINTENANCE

CHS has a trusted network of fully 
qualified & insured installation 

technicians which ensures your rail 
system is installed to safety 

requirements & will perform to 
optimum efficiency every time.

CHS healthcare supports, educates and adheres to Australian and International Standards for 
your safety and peace of mind, and we offer exclusive CHS Care Plans for preventative 

maintenance.
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TRAINING

We will work with you to ensure your 
staff are fully trained in the use of our 

equipment. We have enabled our 
business to provide training in a live 

streaming format and / or pre-recorded 
videos on yours our platform.
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Our Products
Introducing the latest innovation 
to patient lifting

Fixed Hoists Portable Hoists Floor Lifters

Change Tables 
& Shower Trolleys

Assisted Bathing Slings

Integralift Turnaid Privacy Curtains 
& Screens



CHS Healthcare has installed & supported 
hospital facilities with the best patient 

transfer equipment across the country. Our 
equipment is utilized in many areas and 

wards including bariatric, CCU, emergency, 
ICU, maternity & physiotherapy

Hospitals

CHS Healthcare are experts in providing design 
and installation solutions for aged care facilities. 

In bedrooms, bathrooms and living areas our 
equipment saves time, reduces risk of injury and 

creates space. 

Aged Care

CHS Healthcare strives to increase the quality of life 
for both clients and their carers, including in public 
places such as aquatic centres, schools, shopping 
centres, sporting precincts, and universities. CHS is 
also a proud sponsor and champion of the Changing 
Places campaign in Australia. 

Community & School

CHS Healthcare has extensive experience in 
the residential sector, making life easier for 
both children and adults. From a single rail 
over a bed to complex multiple room 
layouts, we have the products to meet your 
specific needs.

Residential



Why choose us… Proud distributors of

Experience & 
expertise 25+ 

years 
established

Best in the 
world products 
with flexibility 

to suit your 
needs

Agile & nimble –
quick to adapt a 

solution

End to end solution 
incorporating 

design, supply, 
installation, training 

& maintenance

A humble 
Australian family 
owned company 
with a reputation 

of Integrity

CHS ensure you 
meet & exceed 

Australian safety 
standards
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Room Layout Examples
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Rail designs may vary from simple straight rails to complex  

multi-room systems.  Long term benefits are best achieved 

through a co-ordinated approach involving planners, management 

and care staff along with your CHS representative.

STRAIGHT MONORAIL

A single rail, typically running perpendicular to the 

bed, provides coverage from bed to chair.  Limited 

in coverage, repositioning options, and flexibility of 

furniture location.  Where required, the rail can be put 

on an angle to access a more suitable transfer area.

J-RAIL (OPTION A)

A single straight rail and curved rail in the shape of a 

J.  Provides coverage from bed to chair or stretcher, 

and aids in repositioning.  Limited in coverage area and 

manoeuvrability options.

J-RAIL (OPTION B)

A single rail and curved rail in the shape of a J.  This 

version provides the same clinical effectiveness as a 

Straight Monorail with the curved portion offering a 

more suitable charging/docking station in many cases.

When planning rail configurations, the primary recommended 

considerations are;

• Coverage area for patient handling

• Mobility/manoeuvrability requirements

• Ability of rail configurations to meet coverage and 

healthcare needs for today’s and tomorrow’s patient/

resident population.
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XY GANTRY CEILING RAIL WITH ACCESS TO 

TOILET

The room covering XY gantry system allows for complete 

coverage beneath the XY rail system.  Access can be 

gained to an adjacent room with the use of a Gate 

Assembly, allowing the caregiver to take the client directly 

from bed/chair to a point in the adjacent room. The XY 

gantry offers flexibility with respect to furniture location 

and offers improved clinical effectiveness, particularly for 

repositioning a client in bed.  Door openings will require 

modification to accommodate the rail and hoist travel.

XY GANTRY CEILING RAIL

A three piece system with two parallel fixed rails and a 

perpendicular moving “boom” permitting coverage under the 

entire XY rail system.  Advantages include optimal flexibility 

(easily made adjustments; front to back and side to side), full 

coverage of the bed, easy transfer to chair and pick up from 

the floor.  Furniture location can also be altered with no 

impact on transfer capability.

LINEAR RAIL WITH TURNTABLE

A linear rail with curved rail and turntable(s) enables 

mobility along the line of the rail.  The turntable allows 

the user to change the direction of the ceiling hoist.  This 

is suitable for rooms with multiple beds or if there is 

the requirement for several transfer points.  Limitations 

include reduced coverage (along rail line only) and 

reduced repositioning capabilities.

For effective and safe patient handling, rail configurations 

should meet the required coverage area to perform all 

necessary patient handling tasks.  Otherwise, caregivers may 

be reluctant to use the hoists, limiting compliance to policy.  

Consequently this could impact the potential return on 

investment.  In terms of configurations, there are a number 

of standard layouts.  The following are typical examples of rail 

layouts and can be customised to meet the requirements of 

any specific situation.

The pricing and clinical guidelines are relevant to patient room 

settings.  The structure, room layout and clinical application 

will also be factors for consideration.
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X-RAY ROOM

Requirements in X-Ray

• Transfer from wheelchair or stretcher to and from table

• Support by the X-Ray unit

IMAGING ROOM

Requirements in CAT Scan Rooms

• Transfers from wheelchair or stretcher to and from table

REHABILITATION

Requirements for Rehabilitation

• Walking sling for use with parallel bars and to provide 
safety support on stress test treadmill

• Stand assist sling

• Transfer to plinth for seating assessment and physiotherapy

• XY Gantry with gait locks provides greater flexibility

BARIATRIC APPLICATIONS

In most cases, bariatric clients have health related issues 

that need to be considered during the transfer process.  

As such, the use of a standard single ceiling hoist unit 

application may not be feasible.

• Two Eclipse C-625 ceiling hoists operating 
independently allow the caregiver the flexibility to 
control client’s body position.

• Weight capacity up to 450kg

• Flexibility of an XY gantry system.

• Standard slings are rated up to 360kg.  Custom slings are 
rated up to 450kg. Consideration needs to be given to 
sling design and application.

The following are sample room track configurations for different medical areas. Different needs (listed below) in each area require 

a ceiling hoist system designed to meet safe transfer requirements for staff and patients

Room layouts

Straight Monorail – Bed To Chair

XY Gantry Ceiling Rail With access To Toilet

Straight Monorail – Bed To Chair

XY Gantry Ceiling Rail

Linear Rail With Turntable Bariatric Applications



Just wanted to say a big thank you for assisting today with the last 
minute site assessment. On behalf of the Caulfield Hospital team, we 
really appreciated the effort in prioritising this for our patient. You were 
particularly helpful problem-solving today which resulted in a very 
positive solution for Healthscope and the patient. 

Emily Waugh, Occupational Therapist 
Acquired Brain Injury Rehabilitation Centre 
Caulfield Hospital

1300 789 420

Sales@chshealthcare.com.au

1300 789 420

1 Technology Circuit
Hallam, Victoria, 3083

1300 789 420

41 Edward Street
Riverstone, NSW, 2765

1300 789 420

17 Machinery Street
Darra, QLD, 4076

www.chshealthcare.com.au

MELBOURNE SYDNEY BRISBANE


